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S P E C I A L

C A M B O D I A

A land of contrasts and surprises,
ancient traditions and relatively
little important modernity. A land
yet to be discovered in many of

CAMBODIA
its aspects. Siem Reap is definitely
the most popular destination, but
there is still so much to learn in
the surrounding area.

by Lawrence Taylor

Phnom
										Penh
to Sihanoukville
from

our journalists flew to Phnom Penh with Oman Air
via Muscat and Bangkok
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Hospitality is
an attitude,
a lifestyle,
a way of
being.
A resort
cannot help
but reflect
so much
generosity.

The lush and dominant tropical
landscape, is just softened
by the timeless smiles of the
inhabitants.
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Lawrence Taylor

SONG SAA

Private Island

Cambodian luxury
Just in front of Sihanukville, a private island hosts
the most exclusive resort in the country. It proposes
sustainable luxury totally immersed in a tropical
jungle which descends gently into the ocean.
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E

			
verybody knows by now that Asia
is rapidly becoming the world’s new rising star of the 21st
century. From technology to fashion, from art to luxury
holidays, Asia is where the party is. The Cambodians, of
course, did not want to be excluded. They have developed
the country newest and most luxurious resort: Song Saa
Private Island.
Situated on the island of Koh Oun in the warm tropical
waters off the coast of southern Cambodia, about a threehour drive from the capital, Phnom Penh, this breath-taking
resort is now taking reservations. For those who are looking
for something special, something different, something
exclusive, Song Saa has it all.
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The resort boasts three types of accommodation: Ocean-view
Villas, Water Villas and Jungle Villas. The Ocean-view Villas give
guests the opportunity to wake up in the morning and step right
onto the candid white sand of this intimate paradise. For those
who choose one of the Water Villas, which are built out over the
ocean, the living room has a viewing area which permits you to
observe the colorful fish playfully swimming in the azure water
below. The Jungle Villas, on the other hand, are immersed in the
most luxuriant vegetation found anywhere in Southeast Asia...
and no little mischievous monkeys to steal your belongings.
At a resort, no stay could be complete without a spa experience.
The Spa Sanctuary at Song Saa is guaranteed to please even the
most demanding guests. After a friendly welcome, which includes
delicious herbal teas, prepared therapists will massage your stressed
body until you are transported to a realm of pleasure and tranquility.
Let’s not forget to eat. There are various dining options at Song
Saa. Whether you prefer exquisite Khmer specialties of traditional
international fare, you can find it all at Vista, the principal restaurant
at the resort. Oh, by the way, the view is to write home about.

INFO HOTEL

SONG SAA PRIVATE ISLAND
Sihanoukville, Cambodia
www.songsaa.com
Rooms 0 - Suites 0
Villas 27 - Restaurants 2
Spa yes
Children yes
Chain none
Affiliation Virtuoso
Activities
beach and sea excursions
Score		
Environment
Design		
Service		
Cuisine		
Health		
Spa		
Rooms		
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